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Summary
Inserting electronics into a live system can be a necessary requirement for an end application.
Typically this is called "hot swapping" or "hot plugging", but can also be referred to as "live
insertion." A basic understanding of hot swapping is required before inserting an electronic
device into a live system fully powered and running without interruption. Depending on the
application, these requirements can be more challenging. As an example, the state of the I/O
might be required to be maintained during the hot swapping process. With high-performance,
high-reliability, and high-speed systems, it can be essential to keep a system live at all times.
One such application is a redundant array of independent disks (RAID) storage system that
provides high performance for data reliability and is essential to be kept powered and live at all
times. Another common example is USB, where you can plug and unplug into a live powered
system.

Introduction
Spartan®-7 and newer Xilinx FPGAs have a key balance between performance and functionality.
Native hot swap capability is not a feature because this can impact performance, which means
that you must take special care when designing for live systems. A live system in this context
describes a system that is powered on. As an example with Xilinx FPGAs, there are power
sequencing recommendations unique to each FPGA family that still must be followed during a
hot swap sequence. In addition to power sequence recommendations, the application might
require valid signal integrity levels during a hot swap event. External circuitry might be required
to meet I/O requirements for valid signal integrity; so it is important that you understand what
rules and restrictions limit the hot swap capabilities of a Xilinx FPGA. If hot swapping is a
requirement, the challenge will be greater to design a stable and reliable system. This
application note is best used as a checklist for what you need to account for when using a Xilinx
FPGA in a hot swap type of application.
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Common Guidelines for Hot Swapping Xilinx FPGAs

Common Guidelines for Hot Swapping Xilinx FPGAs
The hot swap checklist is used as a general rule of thumb for hot swapping Xilinx FPGAs. Note
that specific Xilinx FPGA families will have slightly different requirements. Those device-specific
requirements are listed in Device-Specific Hot Swap Information. Xilinx FPGAs share the same
CMOS I/O structure, but there are some unique older devices that are different. Xilinx
high-speed serial transceivers have a different I/O structure than GPIO, but general guidelines
still apply for hot swapping. Check the device data sheet for more specific detailed
requirements if they exist.
A CMOS I/O structure (symmetrical/complementary type of I/O architecture) in Figure 1 shows
the Xilinx FPGA basic I/O structure, which includes clamp diodes seen on most Xilinx FPGAs. A
separate diode to VCC and ground are on all SelectIO™ I/O pins for Xilinx FPGA devices.
An easy check for clamp diodes is to look at the absolute maximum V IN specification ratings in
the device specific data sheet. If the maximum specification is dependent on V CCO then the
device has clamp diodes.
X-Ref Target - Figure 1
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Figure 1:

Xilinx FPGA I/O with Clamp Diodes
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Common Guidelines for Hot Swapping Xilinx FPGAs
Provided are guidelines to check when using a Xilinx FPGA in a hot swap compliant system.
Hot Swap Checklist
•

Follow power sequence recommendations

•

Check the I/O state during power sequence and during configuration

•

Physically stagger power/ground pin connections.

•

External circuitry might be required

•

Protect against ESD

•

Simulate with IBIS/SPICE

Table 1:

General Xilinx FPGA Hot Swapping Guidelines

Hot Swap Guidelines

Notes

Additional Info

Follow power sequence
recommendations

Certain voltage rails are more critical
than others; special care must be taken
for power sequencing.

Requirements listed in
device-specific data sheets.

Check the I/O state during
power sequence and during
configuration

Multi-function pins and SSI device
specific pins have restrictions during
configuration.

I/O status listed in user guides
(SelectIO, Configuration). The
PUDC_B pin enables pull-up
resistors during configuration.

Physically stagger
power/ground pin connections

Ground pins are generally physically
longer and are connected first, followed
by data pin, and then by power pins.

No Xilinx specific guidelines; it
depends on the application.

Applications sensitive to the state of the
I/O during hot swap might require
external circuitry.
Pre-charge pins can help protect inrush
current.
External circuitry might be
required

Absolute maximums in data sheets must
not be exceeded.
Soft-start circuit can manage power
supply ramp up.

V IN should not exceed the
maximum value from the data
sheet. I IN (I/O current) also
needs monitoring on an
individual and bank level. See
the device-specific data sheet
for more information.

Hot Swap Power Manager ASICs (HSPM)
can provide simplified hot swap
solutions.
Protect against ESD

Simulate with IBIS/SPICE

Physical PCB design and additional ESD
protection circuitry might be needed.
I/O capacitance should be taken into
account.
Simulation can uncover unwanted I/O
effects during hot swap.
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Thin film coating using
conducting material can help
mitigate ESD effects during
hot swapping.
Xilinx provides IBIS and SPICE
models on Xilinx.com for I/O
modeling and simulation.
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Device-Specific Hot Swap Information
7 Series (Spartan-7, Artix-7, Virtex-7, Kintex-7 FPGAs) and
Zynq®-7000 AP SoC
With Xilinx 28 nm technology, High Range (HR) Select I/O banks have a VCCO power sequencing
requirement. This must be taken into account for making the device hot-swap compliant. Note
that Spartan-7 and Artix®-7 only have HR banks.
IMPORTANT: For V CCO voltages of 3.3V in HR I/O banks and configuration bank 0, the voltage difference

between VCCO and V CCAUX must not exceed 2.625V for longer than TVCCO2VCCAUX for each power-on/off
cycle to maintain device reliability levels.

The voltage levels on the I/O should not exceed the V IN specification found in the specific
device data sheets. For example, the Kintex®-7 device has a maximum V IN value of "VCCO +
0.550". If your V CCO is 1.8V, the maximum V IN value your I/O can handle is 1.8V + 0.550 = 2.35V.
For maximum overshoot specifications, look at the "V IN maximum Allowed AC Voltage
Overshoot and Undershoot" tables found near the top of the data sheets. The device can handle
some overshoot and undershoot above the maximum specifications for a short period of time
without any damage occurring. However, Xilinx does not recommend designing to the
maximum of the AC overshoot/undershoot if the voltages will be at those extreme levels for
extended periods of time.
IMPORTANT: Clamp diodes are always present on the I/O with the structure from Figure 1. When driving a

potentially unpowered bank, the clamp diodes will be forward biased, sinking current into the device. Note
that the IIN specification in the data sheet to ensure current on both an I/O and Bank basis are within
specification.

The behavior of the I/O is not guaranteed until the device is powered up.
Example power sequence for a Kintex-7 FPGA:
Power sequence from Kintex-7 FPGAs Data Sheet: DC and Switching Characteristics (DS182)
[Ref 3]:
The recommended power-on sequence is VCCINT, VCCBRAM, VCCAUX, VCCAUX_IO, and V CCO to
achieve minimum current draw and ensure that the I/Os are 3-stated at power on. The
recommended power-off sequence is the reverse of the power-on sequence. If VCCINT and
VCCBRAM have the same recommended voltage levels, both can be powered by the same supply
and ramped simultaneously. If V CCAUX, VCCAUX_IO, and VCCO have the same recommended
voltage levels, they can be powered by the same supply and ramped simultaneously.
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Device-Specific Hot Swap Information
For V CCO voltages of 3.3V in HR I/O banks and configuration bank 0:
•

The voltage difference between V CCO and VCCAUX must not exceed 2.625V for longer than
TVCCO2VCCAUX for each power-on/off cycle to maintain device reliability levels.

•

The T VCCO2VCCAUX time can be allocated in any percentage between the power-on and
power-off ramps.

The recommended power-on sequence to achieve minimum current draw for the GTX
transceivers is VCCINT, VMGTAVCC, VMGTAVTT or V MGTAVCC, VCCINT, VMGTAVTT. There is no
recommended sequencing for V MGTVCCAUX. Both VMGTAVCC and VCCINT can be ramped
simultaneously. The recommended power-off sequence is the reverse of the power-on
sequence to achieve minimum current draw.
If these recommended sequences are not met, current drawn from VMGTAVTT can be higher than
specifications during power-up and power-down.
•

When V MGTAVTT is powered before VMGTAVCC and VMGTAVTT - VMGTAVCC > 150 mV and
VMGTAVCC < 0.7V, the V MGTAVTT current draw can increase by 460 mA per transceiver during
VMGTAVCC ramp up. The duration of the current draw can be up to 0.3 x TMGTAVCC (ramp
time from GND to 90% of VMGTAVCC). The reverse is true for power down.

•

When V MGTAVTT is powered before VCCINT and VMGTAVTT - VCCINT > 150 mV and VCCINT <
0.7V, the V MGTAVTT current draw can increase by 50 mA per transceiver during VCCINT ramp
up. The duration of the current draw can be up to 0.3 x TVCCINT (ramp time from GND to
90% of V CCINT). The reverse is true for power-down.

Virtex-6 FPGAs
Similar to the previously mentioned FPGAs, these Virtex-6 devices can be hot-swap compliant
if the power-sequencing requirements are met and current is limited through the I/O.
Virtex-6 FPGAs have clamp diodes to V CCO, similar to Virtex-II Pro, Virtex-4, and Virtex-5 FPGAs,
which means that the current through them should be limited in case V IN is applied before VCCO.
The maximum current through an I/O is 10 mA, as specified in the data sheet.
The Hot-Swapping Virtex-II, Virtex-II Pro, Virtex-4, and Virtex-5 Devices Application Note
(XAPP251) [Ref 7] covers hot swapping with older FPGA families, which also applies to Virtex-6
devices. This application note applies to all devices with a clamp diode to VCCO/GND, including
Virtex-6 FPGA.
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Spartan-6 FPGA
The Spartan-6 can be hot-swap compliant as stated in the Spartan-6 Family Overview (DS160)
[Ref 2]. These devices do not have clamp diodes to VCCO, one of the only unique devices that
does. The Spartan-6 FPGA input voltage is independent of VCCO. See the "Absolute Maximum
Ratings" table in Spartan-6 FPGAs Data Sheet: DC and Switching Characteristics (DS162) [Ref 1]
for details.
In the "Recommended Operating Conditions" table in of Spartan-6 FPGAs Data Sheet: DC and
Switching Characteristics (DS162) [Ref 1], you can see that you can safely apply a voltage up to
3.95V maximum to the I/O without damage.
Diodes are only available for PCI standards. If using a PCI standard, the diodes are enabled. The
hot-swap/hot-plug compatibility then follows the usual rules; the current through the I/Os
should be limited and V IN should follow the absolute maximum specifications.
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Please Read: Important Legal Notices
The information disclosed to you hereunder (the “Materials”) is provided solely for the selection and use of Xilinx products. To the
maximum extent permitted by applicable law: (1) Materials are made available "AS IS" and with all faults, Xilinx hereby DISCLAIMS ALL
WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE; and (2) Xilinx shall not be liable (whether in
contract or tort, including negligence, or under any other theory of liability) for any loss or damage of any kind or nature related to,
arising under, or in connection with, the Materials (including your use of the Materials), including for any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential loss or damage (including loss of data, profits, goodwill, or any type of loss or damage suffered as a result
of any action brought by a third party) even if such damage or loss was reasonably foreseeable or Xilinx had been advised of the
possibility of the same. Xilinx assumes no obligation to correct any errors contained in the Materials or to notify you of updates to the
Materials or to product specifications. You may not reproduce, modify, distribute, or publicly display the Materials without prior written
consent. Certain products are subject to the terms and conditions of Xilinx’s limited warranty, please refer to Xilinx’s Terms of Sale which
can be viewed at http://www.xilinx.com/legal.htm#tos; IP cores may be subject to warranty and support terms contained in a license
issued to you by Xilinx. Xilinx products are not designed or intended to be fail-safe or for use in any application requiring fail-safe
performance; you assume sole risk and liability for use of Xilinx products in such critical applications, please refer to Xilinx’s Terms of
Sale which can be viewed at http://www.xilinx.com/legal.htm#tos.
AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS DISCLAIMER
AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS (IDENTIFIED AS “XA” IN THE PART NUMBER) ARE NOT WARRANTED FOR USE IN THE DEPLOYMENT OF
AIRBAGS OR FOR USE IN APPLICATIONS THAT AFFECT CONTROL OF A VEHICLE (“SAFETY APPLICATION”) UNLESS THERE IS A SAFETY
CONCEPT OR REDUNDANCY FEATURE CONSISTENT WITH THE ISO 26262 AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY STANDARD (“SAFETY DESIGN”).
CUSTOMER SHALL, PRIOR TO USING OR DISTRIBUTING ANY SYSTEMS THAT INCORPORATE PRODUCTS, THOROUGHLY TEST SUCH
SYSTEMS FOR SAFETY PURPOSES. USE OF PRODUCTS IN A SAFETY APPLICATION WITHOUT A SAFETY DESIGN IS FULLY AT THE RISK OF
CUSTOMER, SUBJECT ONLY TO APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING LIMITATIONS ON PRODUCT LIABILITY.
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